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• 1964 CDC 6600 first ‘supercomputer’ 
• 1997 Deep blue beats Kasparov 
• 2011 Watson wins Jeopardy 
• 2016 Alpha Go beats Lee Sedol & in 2017 Ke Jie  
• 2017 Alpha Go Zero beats Alpha Go (100 - 0)

Computing power



AI, Big Data & ICT

ICT enables quick & continuous data collection 
AI enables processing big data for actionable results



Deep learning neural networks
Classify, react, 
generate & predict



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B94X6LwHYxI

Monitoring hospital performance: Classify



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B94X6LwHYxI



Creative computer game playing: React



Creative computer game playing

“This is something their own creation taught them”



https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3 

Large Language Models (LLM): Generate

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3


Text production versus text understanding

10

https://philosopherai.com/

https://philosopherai.com/


https://www.pandorabots.com/kuki/

Talking without understanding

https://www.pandorabots.com/kuki


https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.03494 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/openais-impressive-chatgpt-chatbot-is-not-immune-to-racism  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.03494
https://www.thedailybeast.com/openais-impressive-chatgpt-chatbot-is-not-immune-to-racism


The orthogonality thesis: Zombie intelligence

Does more intelligence automatically lead to sentience? 

Orthogonality thesis: 
Intelligence and sentience are orthogonal, independent 

Making progress in creating intelligence does not imply 
making progress in creating sentience

orthogonal

“There is no hint of sentience in these algorithms. (..) They 
are zombies, acting in the world but doing so without any 
feeling, displaying a limited form of alien, cold intelligence” 

Koch, C. (2015). Intelligence without Sentience. Scientific American Mind, 26(4), 26–29. http://
doi.org/10.1038/scientificamericanmind0715-26

http://doi.org/10.1038/scientificamericanmind0715-26
http://doi.org/10.1038/scientificamericanmind0715-26


Face / expression analysis: Predict



AI models can help to understand & predict

Matt Bennett

Becky Driscoll

Ana Ramovs



EU ‘digital constitution’

AI Act

General  
Data  
Protection 
Regulation

Digital Services Act 
Regulates online platforms

Digital Markets Act 
Regulates very large (‘gatekeeper’) 
online platforms

Data Governance Act 
Regulates data sharing

Ethics 
guidelines



A risk based approach: the risk pyramid



EU

Article 14.4 (b-d) of the AI Act [4]: 
Humans should be enabled to “remain aware of the possible tendency of automatically 
relying or over-relying on the output produced by a high-risk AI system (‘automation 
bias’)” Humans should be facilitated to interpret, accept, disregard, override or reverse 
DSS output





Tessa  
Dutch communication ‘plant-bot’


